The final stage of the procedure is to determine the actual path, called the travelable path. The travelable path procedure selects a portion of the refined path that falls into the local sensing region of the robot. The average path finding execution time of the Primary Path routine simulations for paths ranging from simple ( a few bends) to complex paths (larger than ten bends) is about 1 1.5 seconds using a 486 personal computer at 33 MHZ clock speed. In a comparison to the heuristic approach, the analpcal algorithm is dominated by the factor n", where n is the number of bends in the path, the analytical algorithm proved to be fast for paths with a small number of bends (small n) and impractically slow for a large number of bends. 
Overview of the NORPPA and the Robotic System

B. Primary Path:
The primary path routine limits the search space to the area directly between the start and goal position. This area will be further investigated when an obstacle in this area is detected. It maps all the obstacles known to date in the global environment and applies the Numerical Object Rings routine to the entire global environment. This will result in a path from the starting position to the goal position without further processing such as scanning for new obstacles. If the robot is traveling in an environment that has not been mapped previously, the primary path calculated by the Primary Path routine is a straight path connecting the starting and the goal positions. This means that the robot does not have a global picture of the environment, and it is detecting obstacles as it travels toward the goal, relying only on its local sensory system. This path finding is referred to as Blind Path finding.
Since the local sensory system is limited in range, the robot has no way of knowing a proper direction when it is faced with a large obstacle. Figure 2 illustrates the Blind path finding. As far as the robot is concerned, it is facing a wall-like obstacle with no end in either directions. This is a different path finding problem than is used when the positions of all obstacles are known to the robot. The BLIND mode path finding with the NORPPA is possible because of the way NORPPA is separated into individual routines. Local Path algorithm receives the refined path and selects a portion of the path that falls within the active window. After the refined path fiom the current position to the intermediate goal position is determined, this path is sent to the Travelable Path routine. The Travelable Path routine selects a portion of this path that falls within the local sensory range and sends this path to the Servo Planning module to be executed. If the proximity sensors detect a new obstacle during the path execution, the ES intermpts the Path Execution, the current position is saved, and the Refined Path routine will plan a new course. In this case, the Refined Path back tracks a predetennined distance, and then it will follow its normal routine. If the path is executed successllly to its goal, the ES calls on the Refined Path routine for the next sub-goal position.
This routine is repeated until the final goal is achieved.
DISCUSSION OF ALGORITHMS
A. Environmental Setup: It is necessary to define the NORPPA's environment before the discussion of the individual algorithms. This environment is shared by all algorithms and is a medium where the outside information, such as the location of obstacles, are interpreted in a two dimensional system. Consider a rigid object computations will reduce the efficiency of the algorithm. If the chosen size of the cell is too large, the paths will become inaccurate and the robot can collide with obstacles on sharp turns. The area covered by the robot or an obstacle is the sum of all the cells occupied by it. This sum includes both fully or partially occupied cells which is called the "Area Of The
Occupancy" of the robot or an obstacle. Since the object's area of the occupancy is measured by the number of cells, one needs to choose a cell size which is appropriate for a particular environment. As a general rule, a cell size in which the robot's area of occupancy is defined by one cell is recommended.
B. Communication Link among Algorithms:
Every algorithm functions independently and communicates with other algorithms with a number of parameters. Figure 4 shows a graphical model that can be applied to all algorithms to describe these parameters. Figure 5 , by 16 orientational vectors on the Fa frame. The variable a is a positive number and also contains information about the orientational vectors. This variable is used intemally in the Position algorithm for the determination of PO and, also, is provided externally for other algorithms to use. The first breakdown of the orientation is to reduce the options to one of four quadrants. The four quadrants are shown in Figure 6 . The variable a is used to further determine the exact orientation of the robot. To find variable a, the coordinates of the two given points are used:
If a = 1, then the vector is 45 degrees within the quadrant. If a>l, the vector is closer to the Y axis and if a < 1, the vector is closer to the X axis. This breaks down each quadrant into three segments. The twelve segments of four quadrants plus four positions between quadrants will bring the total to sixteen segments.
path is going to be determined. This is analogous to tuming one's head to look in a particular direction. The Window Edge algorithm utilizes the parameter a fiom the Position algorithm to position the window in the proper direction.
D. Adive Window:
The Active Window is the area of the environment E that is scanned by the robot's sensors. There is a high degree of confidence about the presence or the absence of obstacles in this window. The size and the shape of the window are determined by the nature of the scanning system. The "Travelable Path" is a path inside this window. This constitutes a reliability factor that increases the integrity of the chosen path. A square active window is chosen to simplq the calculation of the window coordinates. The border lines of this window are determined by the "Window Edge"
algorithm.
E. window Edge Algorithm:
The Window Edge algorithm detennines the position of the left bottom point and the size of a window and passes them to the calling agent. The window is quare and therefore is defined by the coordinates of the left bottom point and the size of one side.The shape of the window is dependent upon the obstacle detection hardware in the scanning system. Depending on the configuration and the density of sensors on the robot, a particular geometric shape will be appropriate. One can choose a semi-circular window and communicate the size and the orientation of the window with a radius and an angle respectively. A square window is chosen for simplicity of calculation. Hence, the Window Edge algorithm is going to find the most bottom left coordinates of the window denoted by GW, Y-and the size denoted by S. As an input, S is a binary switch containing 0 or 1. When S is zero, the window size is determined by the two points X,, Y, and &, Y,. The minimum window size is the active window of the robot, and its size is determined by the range of the robot's local sensory system. When S is 1, the window size is the default value. As an output, S holds the sue of the window. The multiple uses of parameters make this algorithm multifunctional. For example, the Numerical Object Rings algorithm uses S=O, when calling the Window Edge to find a window between any two points. The ES uses this algorithm with the switch S=l to find the next active window. The window needs to be positioned in the direction in which the F. Numerical Object Rings Algorithm: The Numerical Object Rings algorithm creates a numeric field around those obstacles which have been detected by the scanning system. The numeric field consists of n number of rings surrounding the obstacles. Theoretically, n can be very large; but, since the determination of rings is a time consuming calculation, n should be selected wisely to keep the processing time down. The number of rings should be determined by investigating the resolution of the environment E. An outermost ring is selected as the traveling ring. When the robot encounters this ring, it follows the ring to go around the obstacle. The selection of the traveling ring also determines a proximity cost factor for the path. The traveling ring determines how close or how far the robot gets to obstacles when it is moving around them. Given the ring 4 (n=4) and the occupancy of the robot in Fe is one cell, then the closest the robot ever gets to an object is, n rcos(-)=0.707r 
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Variable p is the pointer of the array, and its maximum value is the size of the array. The orientation of the given points (from point one to point two) is determined by calling the Position algorithm. The variable rx is used to determine the coordinates of the straight path depending on the orientation. The upper limit p is determined by the range of the path, Ax or Ay, depending on the orientation of the two points.
H. Find-a-path Algorithm:
The Find-A-Path algorithm finds a collision free path from the current position to the goaVsubgoa1 position. It may be used upon the Primary Path (goal) or the refined path (subgoal). The parameter format for the Path algorithm is Path [p, 2, SpathArray( ), o, 2, Fpath( ), bad] The input parameter SPathArrayo is a px2 array and contains the straight path coordinates of the path from current position to the godsubgoal position. The current position is located at X, , , ,
and the goalhubgoal position is located at, yolll = SPath(p,l) Y, , , = SPathW) The variable "bad is used as an input when the algorithm is called, and it is used as an output parameter when the algorithm returns. As an input, when bad+, it indicates that the previous path finding was complete. A complete path stretches from the current position to the sub/subgoal position. The input value of bad+O, indicates that the previous path finding was not complete. The output parameter FPathO is a ax2 array containing the collision free path coordinates. This path is qualified by the value of the "bad parameter. If bad+, then the path is complete. The first position in the array contains the coordiaates of the current position, and the last position in the array contains the coordinates of the goaVsubgoa1 position. If badz0, then the path position is incomplete. For example, when the robot is facing a wall for a first time, the Find-a-Path algorithm sends a path to the calling agent with a non-zero value of the "bad." The calling agent sends the straight path array and a pointer@) to the Find-a-Path algorithm. The first and the last coordinates on this array indicate the current and the goaVsubgoa1 position respectively. The scratch pad has been prepared to show the current obstacles and numerical rings. The Find-a-Path algorithm follows the straight path from the current position to the godsubgoal position and records every collision free point into an array. When a traveling ring is encountered, it follows the ring around the object and back to the straight path. The algorithm always tries to find two alternate routes and selects the shorter of the two. If neither of the searches on the field are successful such as when the robot is facing a wall, the algorithm selects the path based on the following conditions: If the previous path finding session was completed,(input bad*), then it selects the path which has an orientation closer to the goal orientation and raises the flag badz0. If the previous path finding session was not completed, (input bad+O), then it selects the path that has an orientation closer to the previous path, with the hope of going around the wall, and raises the flag badz0. This process is continued until the goaVsubgoa1 position is reached. If the goaVsubgoa1 position is not reached, an error flag is raised and the result is sent to the caller. The algorithm looks ahead on the prhary path at predefined distance intervals. For instance, if the distance interval is selected to be three, it examines every third position in front of the current position on the primary path. 
COST FUNCTIONS
The cost functions are used to measure the quality of a path. Some algorithms find an approximate path and apply a cost function to optimize it. Some algorithms use a relaxation method to "ize the total cost by applying the cost function to an approximate path. The NORPPA uses the logical arguments within different algorithms to enforce the following four cost functions:
A. Proximity to the Object: This cost is a measure of how close the vehicle should get to an object when encountering it. This function is executed in the Numerical Object Rings algorithm.
B. Path Will Never Travel in an Unmapped
Region: This function is executed in the Local Planning algorithm. This function is executed in the ES.
C. Shortest Distance of the
SUMMARY
The NORPPA is based on heuristic programming similar to the inference engines of most expert systems. Unlike Voronoibased locus methods, the execution time of the path does not have an exponential relation to the number of bends in the path. This enables the NORPPA to find quick collision ftee paths for difliicult path finding conditions. There are a minimum number of decisions made for every path finding session with the NORPPA, therefore there is a mini" execution time for the simplest paths. The NORPPA's execution time ranges from five to ninty seconds for simple to difficult paths respectively. Voronoi-based algorithms' execution time under similar conditions starts from fractions of seconds for the simple paths but quickly grows to several hours of calculation for paths with larger numbers of bends (n>lO). The Multi-Processing Mobile Autonomous Robotic System (MP-MARS) based on the Numerical Object Rings Path Planning Algorithm (NOWPA) is a new approach to path planning. MP-MARS is the whole robotic system that includes the navigation, the perception, the mechanical and the drive systems. NORPPA was evaluated by an independent government agency for its applicability for military application and was rated as a very high interest for mine hunting and mine avoidance in uncharted environments.
